
Tips from the User Experience Lab



AVERAGE ECONOMIC IMPACT

PER UNIQUE VISITOR:

$37





“I would describe this website as a comprehensive, well-curated 

one-stop shop where I can find everything I need to plan the 

trip…If I could go tomorrow, I would.” 



User Experience & 

Usability Testing

Research focusing on understanding user 
behaviors, needs, and motivations through 

observing them interact with a website.





Excuses



“I was an attendee for your website seminar where you gave 

constructive criticism on various PA destination websites.  I wanted you 

to know that since then, I took your comments regarding our website to 

heart and we completely re-designed our site. I just wanted to share 

our new site with you.  We are still working out some kinks because it 

just launched a few days ago.  I got a lot out of your seminar; the 

tough love approach worked for us.  Thank you.”



Mistake #1

SEO Slip-ups



SEO slip-ups

Search Engine Usage
(Selected recent DMO Website Survey Results)

Search engine, 
66.0%

Any other source, 
34.0%

Source: Recent DMO website user surveys.  53,611 completed surveys.





Google You



Search Engine 
Optimization Misses 

the Mark…

…by focusing on topics for which 
potential visitors are not searching.



State - Regional 
DMO websites

Search directly 
for city content 

City DMO 
websites

Search directly 
for specific 
attractions





The Fold





The Fold









Boring Search Listings

Mistake #2









A Creative Approach



Failure to Differentiate
(Quickly!)

Mistake #3



The Bottom Line
Potential visitors want to know what 

makes you different.  

What are the unique experiences they can 
have in your destination?







Three Case Studies

(Before and After!)







































Being Inauthentic

Mistake #4



SEO slip-ups

What does this 
buzzword mean?

Talking the talk, but not walking the walk









SEO slip-ups

Problem:

Users were promised 
running itineraries but 

got fluff copy.

















Generic Photography

Mistake #5



Travelers want to know

what’s unique about

your destination!















Jaguar Catwalk







“So you’ve got buildings…  

So what? Every city has a big 
building.”



Cover a Really Great 
Picture with Text

Mistake #6











Treating an Image
As Just a Picture

Mistake #7



SEO slip-ups

Think of your photos 
as portals to content…

…and if a picture isn’t interesting 
enough to merit a link, it probably 

shouldn’t be on your website.









No Link



Photographer name?



Photographer name?





SEO slip-ups







“Avant Garde”
Navigation

Mistake #8



Cutesy Categories…









"A foodie is someone who posts excessive 
amounts of food pictures on social media 
accounts and will drive 3 hours to eat a 
single cronut."

"An aficionado: someone with a great 
appreciation for food as a cultural 
experience."















further creativity…





Inappropriate 
Categorization…







A Menu That Keeps 
Going…and Going…





Repetitive Content… 





Golden Rule

…keep it simple

…cover all the basics

…make it obvious



Skipping the 
Specifics

Mistake #9



Good

Bad



No Links
No descriptive content



Less Than 
Avant Garde Content

Mistake #10



About Destination Websites

Source: The State of the American Traveler, Destination Analysts, Inc.





Tonopah’s Success Story















Content could be 
dramatically improved…

…by expanding beyond 

listings to inspire travel





“Best of” or “Top 
10” Lists



Blog Style 
Content and 

Articles



Further integration of Social Media



Adding more 
suggestive 

content



More
Video 



Not “Selling” 
Your Product

Mistake #11















Too much copy

Mistake #12





“I don’t want to read.”



Overview

Ability to 
expand on 

own

Large 
Transition 

Header

Clickable links

Four Best Practices



No Pricing 
Information

Mistake #13





“You’ve got to understand…planning 
any kind of trip is very time consuming. 
Why would I waste my time if I don’t 

know what it costs?”



VS. 







Average 
Price



Filter by 
Price



Assuming the User Has 
Any Destination 

Knowledge

Mistake #14









What would you do???





Bad Maps

Mistake #15















Irritating 
Advertising

Mistake #16







Catering to Locals

Mistake #17









Imagine…..



Ignore Planning 
Horizons

Mistake #18



Source: The State of the American Traveler, Destination Analysts, Inc.







Events 
Filters



Seasonal Activities 
Features



Listening to the Noise

Mistake #19



“Spend a lot of time talking to 
customers face to face. You’d be 

amazed how many companies don’t 
listen to their customers.”
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